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Dear Mr Minelli, 

I am very sorry that it has taken me so long to write to you following our last telephone. The 
reason for this delay is an unforeseen effort which has been required to advance this par
ticular case in the political arena within the European ParHament. 

As you know see the first pouch in the attached dossier the protection of employment ia 
the first basic right guaranteed by the European Social Charter. In my case this has not 
been abode with. The reason I am writing to you is that I would like to know under which 
conditions is it possible to take this particular weil documented employment discrimination 
case to the European court of human right in Strasbourg. As you can see in attachments 1 to 
6 of this dossier this freedom has not been warranted for me in this country. 

1. Although I have followed this case, at great personal cost, up through the administrative 
instances to the office of the Federal Councillor an I have got was false written promises 
and months of delay . 

2. Another approach to this office this has also been negated. 

3. A number of moves within the political instances have also failed. 

4. The legal system in eH does not allow for this basic human right. 

5. Attempts to bring this andlor related matters to the Swiss press have failed. 

6. With the result that I have been slowly pushed outside of my profession and subsequently 
forced to vegetate with no future under the existence minimum. 

As you can also see at present the political ball is outside the Swiss administration and politi
cal instances. I would like to know whether I can count on your support and that of your or
ganisation to bring this as a reference case for what happens to high end foreign workers in 
Switzerland to the European court and what steps are necessary to this end. 

With best regards, 

K: Parlavantzas 
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25.02.1999 Applicant’s letter (in English) to Attorney at Law Ludwig A.Minnelli requesting his and the Swiss Society’s for the European Convention on Human Rights = SGEMKO [www.sgemko.ch] support.


